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Hydrogen Fuel on Demand  
As we head towards 2020 it was only a matter of time before hydrogen fuel on demand became reality. Our new ranges of Quantum  
system supplementation hydrogen engine are reducing fuel efficiency technology solutions business generation. These new hydro gen 

systems generate small amounts of hydrogen and oxygen through a process of highly efficient fuel supplement on all  gasoline, d iesel and 
LPG separation standard. The two gases, hydrogen and oxygen in water [H20], are divided and separated by quantum systems patented. 
These gases are kept separate within the system. Another unique feature is the automatic electronic controlling stability and  safety of the 
systems. Safety features include a system shutdown to temperatures above 158 F (70 degrees C). The hydrogen produced in the 

application is used as a fuel catalyst meters and is fed into your engine using special techniques, which gives you a higher flame 
propagation to improve cleaning low-emission fossil fuels.  
 
Normally, a combustion engine burning only about 75% of the fuel. Increases normal hydrogen burning smokeless fuel / unburnt% 

efficiency to provide more complete superior engine operation 
 

  36 Volt / 48 volt 

      Titanium PLates 
  Gas Membrane  
 Advanced Technology  
 Measurable Fuel Saving 

Reduce costs Reduce Fuel Emissions 
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Secure Supplies  
 Professional supply parts hydrogen quality service and training. 

Reduce fuel costs Reduce Emissions 

More advanced control 
Auto Operation 24 hr. Our system solutions are strong reliable saving devices fuel. This 

gives peace of mind and real savings. "Seen to be green." Recognition status. 

  
  
  

  
  

Example of designing 
high-speed motor  
 
We have from 5 litres 
to 1000 litres engine 
solutions 


